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ABSTRACT

It reports the development of an enhanced library OPAC prototype through integration of language analysis tool and book reader in the retrieval interface. Language analysis or text analytics is considered as one of the components of language documentation and when integrated with library OPAC can extend supports to analyse corpus of the retrieved document in terms of word/phrase frequency, term circus, term links, term context etc through visual representation in a single-window along with the other datasets generally expected in a typical library OPAC. The open source software based integration mechanism is tested with English and Bengali as mainstream languages and a Unicode-compliant Indian official tribal language Santali (Ol Chiki script) as minority language.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As opined by Boerger, B.H., et al., the general workflow of language documentation includes recording, metadata maintenance, transcribing, annotation & analysis, translation, archiving and dissemination. In simple words, language documentation refers to documenting and describing verbal, written, and gesture (for sign language) forms of a language systematically in their suitable sociocultural context with emphasis on long-term archiving and access. Library professionals can prove themselves helpful in many of these aspects like annotation, metadata encoding & standardisation, long-term archiving and effective dissemination. One of the major purposes of language documentation or documentary linguistics, apart from the activities as given, is to provide scope for linguistic analysis in any given language from the corpora of textual materials available in that language. The advancement of the NLP tools and techniques, availability of the open source language analysis tools/services and increasing use of the open source software in library management are the factors that provide an opportunity to enhance library OPAC by rendering not only bibliographic metadata in retrieval interface but also to extend supports to obtain results of language analysis such as word/phrase frequency, term circus, term links, term context and many more from the corpus of retrieved document through a managed visual interface.

2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE AND OVERVIEW OF SYSTEMS

Language documentation is a multidisciplinary research domain and consists of facets like specific stories, samples of speeches, writing codes etc. Furbee said that the theories of this emerging research area are still premature but Hill suggested that language ideologies are integral part of the domain. Varela & Lee reported that inclusion of language analysis ensures better utilities in language documentation and Austin pointed out four primary constraints related to this: i) ambiguous nature of content (makes it difficult to determine quality of the resources); ii) multidisciplinary approaches (includes applied linguistics, anthropology, information science, etc.); iii) non-availability of comprehensive metadata schema; and iv) sustainability (trainings and capacity building programmes are required for achieving combined skills). Many models of language analysis have been developed by researchers to address the issues raised by domain experts like cognitive folk model for schema analysis, schema analysis model and content analysis model. A few researchers came up with frameworks and algorithms to solve problems of syntactic and semantic structures of languages, morphological alterations and morphotactics, and language analysis techniques compatible with Natural Language Processing (‘meaning extraction’ and ‘named entity extraction’). There are some ground-breaking software models in the domain of language documentation specifically meant for language analysis and results visualisation like ‘Computer Aided Text Analysis (CATA)’, ‘Corpus Linguistics (CL)’ and text analyses of indigenous literature. The primary targets of these software solutions were schema analysis and identifications of narratives, metaphors, proverbs and other linguistic and paralinguistic features of languages. Many text analysis tools and guidelines have also been developed by Illinois Library. Only a few studies are so far carried out on Indian tribal...
languages documentation till date. The Santali language is one of the constitutionally approved Indian tribal languages. It is a sub-group of Austroasiatic-Mundari language and the only tribal language which has extensive web presence (Santali version of Wikipedia was launched in 2018 in Unicode-compliant Ol Chiki script)\textsuperscript{23}. The ‘Ol Chiki’ script, invented by Pandit Raghunath Murmu in the 1920s is now used as an official script of Santali language. It consists of six vowels, twenty four consonants, and five sound symbols\textsuperscript{24}.

3. OBJECTIVE

Language documentation means creating or collecting, processing, preserving and disseminating linguistic data (such as, texts, audios, videos)\textsuperscript{25}. Hundsbenger\textsuperscript{26} said way back in 2009 that “Libraries and language labs should be two closely cooperating entities, possibly even under the same roof, to make it easier for students to follow up links”. This research work is aimed to support views of the domain experts that a library should support both retrieval and analysis from the same search interface and the main objective of this research is to design and development of an enhanced OPAC in an open source ILS (Integrated Library System) where end-users can access retrieved bibliographic resource in full-text systematically through a book reader and can visualise different results of language analysis in the same retrieval interface. It requires seamless integration of ILS, book reader software and language analysis tool to provide such enhanced information services in OPAC. The mechanism as proposed can support

| Table 1. Tasks and steps related to framework design |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Task                      | Steps                                         | Result                                          |
| Identification and selection of front-end ILS | Major considerations
1. Open source, Web-enabled, Unicode-compliant and REST/API support;  
2. Scope for API development without hampering future upgradation; and  
3. Ability to handle selective occurrences of a repeatable MARC tag/subfield and conditional display control | Possible candidate software: Koha, NewGenLib, Evergreen |
| Identification and selection of back-end language analysis tool/service | Major considerations
1. Open source, Web-enabled, Unicode-compliant and data visualization support;  
2. Scope for selective export of result display URL for linking in bibliographic framework selectively; and  
3. Ability to generate a series of analysis services, separate URL for each analysis and control at the user end to navigate from one analysis to another. | Possible candidate software: Voyant, Lexos, Textalyser, Word & Phrase and WordSeer |
| Linking mechanism | Major attributes
1. The architecture of the mechanism must support URL based linking between Koha catalogue dataset and Voyant corpus;  
2. At Voyant end the corpus (Unicode-compliant full-text document associated with a MARC record in Koha) must produce unique URLs for available analysis results;  
3. A repeatable MARC tag/subfield needs to be selected which can record corpus data URL (analysis service URL) along with other links; and  
4. Linking script at Koha end needs to create a “Language analysis” tab conditionally in OPAC, if MARC tag/subfield provides analysis URL, and then can fetch data visualization from corresponding corpus available at Voyant end in the given OPAC tab with facility to navigate other analysis URLs. | Features:
1. As it is targeting OPAC, the logical selection of API end in Koha are - OPACUserCSS, and OPACUserJS (these two system preferences may be populated with the script that will link Koha and Voyant);  
2. MARC tag 856 sub-field $u$ is a logical choice to include locally available URL for language analysis services; as $u$ is repeatable, any number of analysis URLs and link to book reader URL can be included here; and  
3. The script has two logical section – a) linking algorithm to connect book reader, if first occurrence of 856 $u$ is populated in MARC record; and b) linking algorithm to connect language analysis, if second occurrence of 856 $u$ is available in MARC record. |
library materials in mainstream languages as well as for Unicode-compliant minority languages (like tribal languages of India).

4. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
The above-stated objective related to design and development of an enhanced OPAC to support language analysis as well as visualisation of the analysis results is based on the following three interlinked research questions:

RQ 1: How and to what extent is it possible to customise OPAC of a selected web-enabled open source ILS so that it can display results of language analysis (provided through a back-end text analytics tool) for text corpus of a retrieved bibliographic record in the same interface along with other OPAC data (like holdings, availability, notes etc)?

RQ 2: What should be the parameters for selection of open source ILS and open source language analysis tool? How can these two software be linked to generate language analysis services in OPAC for documents having corpus and availability of the corpus is indicated at the metadata.
5. METHODOLOGY

The research problems enumerated above need to be addressed through a systematic approach involving following major steps: 1) identification of selection parameters for front-end ILS and back-end language/text analysis service keeping in view the objective as stated; 2) selection of open source ILS and open source language analysis software for the framework on the basis of the parameters as identified in step 1; 3) development of linking mechanism so that selected ILS can be linked seamlessly with the back-end language analysis service and can display analysis results automatically for the retrieved documents having corpus uploaded in language analysis tool (it is quite possible that all documents in catalogue database won’t be having corpus in the back-end and thereby selective display control in linking mechanism is a must); 4) preparation of bibliographic data entry rules to indicate the presence of corpus in a selected MARC tag/subfield (the script must be able to handle different occurrences of a repeatable tag/subfield for accurate extraction of data required for link creation); and 5) testing and debugging with documents in two mainstream languages (Unicode-compliant full-text in English and Bengali) and a minority language (Santali - a tribal language). The steps as mentioned can further be explained under two groups – a) framework design; and b) script development to support linking mechanism in the framework.

5.1 Framework Design

The tasks and steps related to framework design may be represented in tabular format (Table 1) for better explanation. It includes a total of three task areas supported by ten parameters and attributes to provide a theoretical base for developing the proposed enhanced OPAC.

![Figure 4. Language analysis tab in OPAC with navigation facility.](image)

Table 2. Voyant server – categories, services and facilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Categories</th>
<th>Major services</th>
<th>Facilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corpus tools</td>
<td>Term circus, Term links, Term berry, Term radio, Term bubble, Mandala etc.</td>
<td>These are mainly visualization tools for displaying word cloud, network graph of high frequency terms, relationships between the terms etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document tools</td>
<td>Summary, Reading, Term context, Phrases, Trends, Collocates, Correlation etc.</td>
<td>These services are meant for generic data related with the corpus like document information, summary report, frequency of terms and phrases, keywords in context, variation in term frequency, term proximity, line graph of the relative frequencies across the corpus etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visualization tools</td>
<td>In addition to corpus tools, a set of advanced visualization tools are available like Loom, Knots, ScatterPlot, StreamGraph, TextualArc etc.</td>
<td>These are meant for generating real-time dynamic graphics related to change of the frequency of the words in a corpus, weighted centroid of terms in an arc, statistical analysis of word’s correspondence etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Voyant server – categories, services and facilities

![Figure 3. Term circus in Voyant for the corpus of “The story of my experiments with truth”](image)
The testing and debugging are done with MARC formatted bibliographic records in three languages as mentioned above (step 5 in methodology). The bibliographic metadata and full-text resources for documents in all three languages need to be Unicode-compliant.

5.2 Linking Mechanism

The linking mechanism forms the core of the framework as described in section 5.1. The entire linking mechanism may be divided into two groups and can be represented by using Fig. 1 through Fig. 3.

5.2.1 Koha Side Workflow

The ILS side workflow includes development of the following two scripts to trigger the linking mechanism of the framework.

- Use of OPACUserCSS to create a class which can be called (in OPACUserJS) to indicate corpus availability and to control OPAC display (Fig. 1).
- Use of OPACUserJS to create – (a) link to book reader if first occurrence of 856 $u is present; (b) link to corresponding corpus in Voyant if second occurrence of 856 $u is present; and c) link to call opac-detail.tt to create tab(s) depending on the presence of (a) and/or (b). The perl script opac-detail.tt creates tab(s) on the basis of call from OPACUserJS (Fig. 2).

5.2.2 Voyant Side Workflow

The language analysis works in the Voyant side includes creation of corpus in local Voyant server. It is followed by unique corpus id creation in the form of URL for easy identification of any one language analysis service (http://localhost:8888/?corpus=lib2bid36&view=Cirrus) and subsequent encoding of the service URL in the second occurrence of 856 $u (Fig. 3).

6. ENHANCED OPAC THROUGH LANGUAGE ANALYSIS

Van Esch, D., et al.27 opined that language documentation deals with huge amount of raw textual data and it is difficult to be annotated and analysed in timely fashion. In this context, Acharya, S., et al.28 also said that text analytics is a low-hanging fruit in the domain of language documentation and an application of visualisation techniques may generate effective information services in addition to the typical library services.

The bits and pieces of the framework as described in section 5 are connected seamlessly to provide users an opportunity to access full-text in book reader tab and language analysis in another tab along with other typical dataset generally expected from a library OPAC. Thereby, this open source software based framework is completely amenable to the advice as provided by the experts in the domain of language documentation (Fig. 4). Voyant Tools is an open-source toolkit for developing web-enabled text analysis environment. The source code is available from Github (http://github.com/sgsinclair/Voyant) under a GPL3 license. Voyant server is a Java application and therefore system must be preloaded with Java for local installation (tested with openjdk version 1.8 in this framework). It is a global initiative under the project leaderships of Stéfan Sinclair, McGill University and Geoffrey Rockwell, University of Alberta29. The major text analysis services (Table 2), generated by backend Voyant server (Fig. 4) are available in the enhanced OPAC with control in the hand of end users to navigate from one analysis to another without difficulties.

The availability of Unicode-compliant corpus of a document in Indic-script can also produce similar language analysis results. For example, the text corpus of Gitanjali (a collection of poems by Rabindranath Tagore, originally published in Bengali in 1910, subsequently translated in English in 1912 and won the Nobel Prize for Literature in
The meaning of difficult word in Santali / complied by Kirtu Murmu and Biriya Ch. Tudu.

Contributor(s): Murmu, Kirtu | Tudu, Biriya Ch

Material type: Text

Publisher: Paradip: Madhuban, 2013

Description: 227 p

Other title: औपचारिक संस्कृति सामग्री

Online resources: Click here to access online | Click here to access online

Tags from this library: No tags from this library for this title. Log in to add tags.

Average rating: 0.0 (0 votes)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Holdings (1)</th>
<th>Book reader</th>
<th>Text analysis</th>
<th>Comments (0)</th>
<th>Similar Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item type</th>
<th>Current location</th>
<th>Call number</th>
<th>Copy number</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Date due</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Books</td>
<td>Library 2 General Stacks (Library 2)</td>
<td>c1</td>
<td>Available</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Unicode block for Ol Chiki, Unicode, ver 13.0, March 2020.

Figure 7. Display of a book in OL Chiki script in book reader tab of OPAC.

Figure 8. Language analysis tab in OPAC for Indic-script (Ol Chiki).
1913) if available in the library catalogue can lead to Indic-script based language analysis services in OPAC (Fig. 5).

7. EXTENSION OF MECHANISM TO A TRIBAL LANGUAGE
The definition of minority language varies but in most of the cases a minority language is a language which is spoken by less than 50 per cent of a population in a given region, state or country. Obviously the size of the speaker population in a conferred geographic area is the key characteristic of a minority language and interestingly a minority language in one area can be a majority language in another region. The report on language (Table C-6, published in 2018) by Census of India includes two parts – a) 22 languages that are included in the 18th Schedule of the Indian Constitution; and b) those not included in it (total 99). The group ‘a’ includes two major tribal languages (listed in the Eighth Schedule) namely Bodo and Santali. Many of the tribal languages in India have shown negative growth in compare with 2001 census including two major tribal languages Bodo and Santali (included in the Eighth Schedule).

This paper has selected Santali to extend the language analysis mechanism as discussed in the foregoing sections (from two tribal languages included in the Eighth Schedule of the Constitution namely Bodo and Santali) as a minority tribal language of India. The reasons are:

• Santali is spoken by 69,73,345 people whereas Bodo is spoken by 14,54,547 people;
• Santali has now its own script Ol Chiki (included in Unicode standard 5.1.0, released in April, 2008 and continues - http://unicode.org Versions/Unicode 5.1.0 – Fig. 6) whereas Bodo is written in Devnagri script;
• Ol Chiki script has now many Open Type Fonts (OTF) supports like Sakal Bharati (from Technology Development for Indian Languages, Ministry of Electronics & Information Technology, Govt. of India), Noto Sans Ol Chiki (developed by Google) etc. All the major web browsers now support display in Ol Chiki and thereby full-text display in OPAC is an easy task now with the help of a local flip-book reader tool (Fig. 7);
• Santali has many literary and cultural heritage objects and recently made significant stride towards mainstream Indian languages;
• Santali language Wikipedia in Ol Chiki script (sat. wikipedia.org) was launched in August 2018 after obtaining necessary approval from Wikimedia Language Committee.

The technical factors as mentioned in point 2,3 and 4 are key ingredients in extending the language analysis mechanisms as applied in mainstream languages (Fig. 1 through Fig. 5) to Santali language resources in Unicode-compliant Ol Chiki script without much trouble (Fig. 8).

8. CONCLUSIONS
Language documentation helps to stop the endangerment of languages and holds its cultural diversity. UNESCO atlas of the world’s languages in danger reported that India has most endangered languages in the world (197 endangered languages) and the Endangered Languages Project identified 201 endangered Indian languages. Krauss predicted that up to 90 per cent of all languages will be extinct by the end of this century. Library can play a vital role for the activities related to integration of information retrieval with language analysis and other facets of language documentation. All the tools and techniques applied in this research work are available as open source and can be implemented in libraries of any type or size in developing enhanced OPAC.
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